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Debate adjourned. on motion by Hon P.G. Pendal.
~solved. that business be continued.]
COMMITTEES FOR THE SESSION - MEMBERS
HON J.M. BERINSON (Nonh Metropolitan- Leader of the House) [3.31 pml: 1 move.
That, in accordance with Standing Order No 38, the following members be elected for
the present session to the following Standing Conunittees (a)

Library Committee - Hon Tom Helm and Hon P.O. Pendal.

(b)

House Conunittee - Hon Cheryl Davenport, Hon Garry Kelly, Hon R.G. Pike
and Hon EJ. Charlton.

(c)

Printing Committee- Hon Bob Thomas and Hon Reg Davies.
Government Agencies Corrunittee - Hon Doug Wenn, Hon Tom Stephens,
Hon John Halden, Hon N.F. Moore, Hon Max Evans and Hon M.S.
Montgomery.
HON GEORGE CASH (Nonh Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [3.32 pm]: . The
Opposition suppons the motion moved by the Leader of the House. The composition of the
committees is in fact in line with discussions held berween the Opposition and the
Government, so the motion is supponed.
Question put and passed.
(d)

STANDIN(i COMMITTEE ON DELE(iATED LEGISLATION

Members
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan- Leader of the House) (3.33 pm]: I moveThat the following members be elected to the Standing Committee on Delegated
Legislation Hon Garry Kelly. Hon Tom Helm, Hon Margaret McAleer and Hon J.N.
Caldwell.
HON GEORGE CASH (Nonh Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [3.34 pm]: AJain
I mention for the information of honourable members that the composition of this comrruttee
confolmS to the earlier agreement between the Opposition and the Govenunent. 1be
Opposition supports the motion.
Question put and passed.
MOTION • BURT, SIR FRANCIS THEODORE

Members ofthe Legislative Council - Loyalty Address
Debate reswned &om S September.
1be PRESIDENT: Order! I remind honourable members that the honourable member about
to speak will be making her maiden speech, and I expect the usual courtesies to be extended
to her throughout the course of her comments.
HON CHERYL DAVENPORT (South. Metropolitan) (3.35 pm): I support the motion.
Mr President, at the outset of my f'ust speech in this Parliament I offer my congratulations on
your re-election as President of the Legislative Council. Like me, the President is a
representative of South Metropolitan Region. Since my election we have met at a number of
official functiOJ'!S throughout the region and, despite representing different political panics in
this Parliament. Hon Clive Griffiths has on those occasions shown friendship and support. I
acknowledge and indicate my appreciation for his suppon, although I am fully aware that
there will be nwnerous times dvoughout my career when we will disagree - quite forcefully, I
would imagine - both in this place and in the electorate. To my colleague, Hon J.M. Brown,
on his election earlier this week as Chairman of Committees, I offer my congratulations. I
know he will do a wonderful job.
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Being sworn in as a member of a Labor Govenunent in the Legislative Council last week was
an extremely significant and moving event in my life. My political awakening began when I
was a 14 year old student in 1961; in that year my late father, Ted Croclcenberg, contested the
State seat of Murray against a fonner Liberal Premier of Western Australia. Sir Ross
McLarty. He was to contest Murray for the Labor Party three times and, although
unsuccessful on the final occasion in 1969, the losing margin was only 300 votes. His
dedication and effon to promote Labor principles and policies resulted in the seat of Murray
becoming marginal rather than safe Liberal. Numerous boundary redistributions have
occurred since 1969, but at the State election in February, through the very fme effort of my
Assembly colleague, Keith Read, Labor finaUy achieved victory in Murray. For my family,
whose political involvement spans 30 years, following my own electoral success, Keith's
winning Murray provided for them the i.cing on the cake. My father died in 1970, but his
legacy to me was an example of ~less commitment and dedication in promoting the
principles and objectives of the Australian Labor Party. I hope that, in fuliilling his ambition
with my being elected to this Parliament, I am able to realise some of his ideals.
In early 1973 J was very proud and indeed most privileged to be appointed personal secretary
to the fonner State Secretary of the Australian Labor Party, the late Joe Chamberlain. Even
then, at 74 years of age, the strength, commitment and dedication of this legend of the
Western Australian Labor movement was still very much in evidence. The influence on my
own thinking and political development of people like Joe Chamberlain, Bob McMullan another former State and National Secretary of the ALP and now Senator for fhe ACf, with
whom I worked for eight years- together with that of Western Australian Senator Pat Giles,
my close friend and fonner employer, has been immeasurable. I particularly want to
acknowledge and thank Pat Giles; without her trust in my ability and her encouragement to
grow and extend myself personally, professionally and politically over the past decade, I
would not be standing here today. She has been a wonderful mentor and a fme role model,
not only for me but for many other Western Ausrralian women. I also thank. my many friends
and colleagues in the Labor movement for their encouragement, support and trust in
preselecting me to represent the people of South Metropolitan Region. I shall endeavour to
che best of my ability ro fuJfil that trust There is no doubt that when the Labor Patty
preselects someone for the high honour of representing the basic needs of a large section of
people, it also endows on that person the right to enter on a greater life brought about by the
need for study and investigation. If able to maintain the patience and commitment which this
work undoubtedly demands, that in tum, Jam sure, brings with it a new dimension in one's
life. For this great honour alone all Labor members owe a lasting debt of gratitude to the
movement which has given us that opportUnity.
To my family and personal friends go my very special thanks. In particular my thanks go to
my mother, who was so supportive of my late father in his political endeavours and who,
throughout my recent election campaign - during lhe uncertainty of the two and a half weeks
we watched and waited for the fmal result- was as usual a tower of strength. To my son,
Ross. who turned ll last Saturday. and who I sometimes think is 11 going on 50, go my
thanks for his patience. I know it cannot be easy being 11, an only child and to have a
mother involved in this ever changing world of politics. We who work in politics can tend to
get out of touch with what is happening in the real world, and Ross is my reality; without him
I would be lost.

In the electorate of South Metropolitan Region, my four colleagues and I represent
approximately 210 000 electors. This electorate covers approximately 380 square kilometres,
and contains 10 Legislative Assembly electorates and eight part or complete local
government authorities. As a consequence of its size, the diversity within the region is
enonnous. lt consists of the Kwinana industrial strip, the coastal towns from Fremantle to
Roc:k.ingbam, as well as the inner city suburbs of Victoria Park and South Perth in the eastem
extremity together with the burgeoning mongage belt areas of Canning, Cockburn and
Melville. The problems experienced by the residents and the colpofate sector in Kwinana are
very different, of course, from the problems experienced by small business and residents in
the mortgage belt suburbs of Lynwood, Willetton, Leeming and others. Nevertheless, I am
extremely proud to have earned the opportunity to represent the people of South Metropolitan
Region and look forward to the challenge of working together with my constiauents, industry
and local govenunertt authorities to help solve problems and establish
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progressive social, economic and environmental refonns to the best of my ability for the next
three and a half years.
nus session represents the first time in the history of this Legislative Council that five
women have sat together as members of this House and I feel proud and humble to be one of
them. Indeed, 1989 is a milestone in women's parliamentary representation, for throughout
the various Australian Parliaments, following the Gteensborougb by-election in Victoria.
women MPs now total 100 Australia-wide. Western Australia can be exttemely proud of its
own record of achievement in relation to women representatives. In 1921 Edith Cowan was
the very rtrSt woman elected to any Parliament in Austtalia; in 1925 May Holman was the
fust Labor Party woman to be elected to an Australian Parliament; in 1947 Dame Florence
Cardell-Oliver was the fust woman Cabinet Minister, and in the same year Dorothy Tangney
became the first woman to enter the Australian Senate, and she consequently became the first
woman to lead a Senate team for either of the major political parties; finally, in 1988,
Western Australia became the first State to elect four women Cabinet members. In 1980 the
Western Australian branch of the Australian Labor Party became the f'II'St branch of any party
in Australia to adopt rule changes making affmnative action in relation to women mandatory.
Since that historic step, the Labor Party has continued to strengthen its affirmative action
rules. As a strong advocate of. affmnative action, both within the party and the wider
community, I congratulate my party for its courage and confidence in adopting such
progressive rules. Since 1980 dtis positive initiative has resulted in an additional eight State
and three Federal Labor women parliamentarians. I congratulate my conservative colleagues.
It has taken some time, but both the Liberal Party and the National Patty have rmally realised
that women make excellent members of Parliament. Not only do we bring to the Parliament
the views and experience of S1 per cent of the State's population, but also we work hard and
are proving to be electorally popular. With the additional chree women in the conservative
patties, there is a record 13 women MPs in the Western Australian Parliament- an overall
increase of nine since 1980. However, this is still short of the equal opportunities ideal goal
of 28 women in the Legislative Assembly and 17 women in the Legislative Council. From
those statistics it is obvious that the challenge for women to enter politics is still on, even
thougn positive reform is slowly beginning to occur.
Despite my challenge for women to consider a parliamentary career, I also issue a warning:
Some of the infrastructure under which we are expected to operate causes extreme logistic
difficulties.
As a supponing parent my experience in obtaining child support to
accommodate the differe.n t demands of the work - campaigning, parliamentary sessions and
constituent work - has been a real education! The search began following my preselection in
February 1988. Many times during the pas~ 18 months have been difficult but nothing
compares with the difficulties of the last six weeks in trying to fmd the appropriate child care
to accommodate the needs of an 11 year old. At the outset I intended to employ a person to
look after my son from the dme school ended through until Parliament rose in the evening, or
my electorate commitments were completed. This option was not possible owing to the
difficulty in ftnding somebody in close prouruty to my home, as well as it being financially
prohibitive. I have rmally opted for several different types of care. He now attends the local
out of school care until 5.30 pm. This tremendous facility is jointly funded by the State and
Federal Governments and I can highly reconunend it to all. The problem is that we do not
rise for dinner here until 6.00 pm. After much searching I finally found a child care agency
which provides a carer who will collect my son from out of school care, transport him to our
home. and care for him until Parliament rises at night.
I imagine members are thinking, "What i.s she grumbling about?" The next step in the
process was when I was advised by the agency that I would have to provide a full evening
meal for both my son and the carer. On pondering the situation I understand, and
acknowledge, that I do not have the right to expect my son's carer to prepare his evening
meal - generally the main meal of the day - but it does beg the question, "When do women
ever not face the double day?" I suppose that I could hire a caterer! I am being facetious, but
members can see my dile~
I wonder how many of my male colleagues, many of whom aJso share parental
.responsibilities, have been involved in such a frusttating and time consuming exercise. I
believe that, as members of Parliament, we need to address this issue, beause the situation l
have experienced certainly does not make it easy for a single parent or, I submit, people with
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spouses who have equal worlc commitments, to consider politics as a viable career option. l
acknowledge that our sitting hours were originally designed to give the community access to
politicians during working hours. However, it seems to me that the sitting times assume that
members have spouses who are prepaled to shoulder most of the child care responsibility.
Sitting suspended from 3.47 to 4.00 pm
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: Today I want to speak about a matter which is of great
CO!l(em to the women and men of Western Australia; that is, the question of abonion Jaw
refonn. It is a subject about which 1 personally and many other Western Australian men and
women feel very strongly. Few other proposed refonns in our social laws have the power to
engender so much passion and emotion from the community. church and political patties. I
realise that some of my parliamentary colleagues on both sides of the House may have a
different view on abonion from mine. I respect their right to have their personal views on che
subject but I want to outline today the reason I think it is extternely necessary to refonn the
Jaw as a matter of justice and equality for women.

I remind members of the position taken on this issue by one of my Labor Party p~ssors
in this House 35 years ago.
In one of her early speeches in this Chamber
Hon Ruby Hutchison, who was the first woman ever elected to the Legislative Council.
advocat£d ''the decriminalisation of indictable childbinh cases". l imagine that if Ruby
Hutchison were alive today she would be devastated to learn that reform of these laws has
Still to be achieved. History and experience have shown that worldwide women with
unwanted pregnancies will seek abortion in one way or another. If abortion is not provided
safely and routinely by recognised health services. it will be SOUfht illegally and
clandestinely, with drastic consequences for women's health and women s lives. Wealthy
women have always been able to obtain relatively safe abonions, regardless of the state of the
law. It is those less well off who have suffered at the hands of the incompetent, illegal
abonionists. Health professionals who trained more than IS or 20 years ago I am sure will
remember the numerous women brought into casualty departmentS at major hospitals
bleeding profusely or in shock aftec either attempting to induce an abortion on themselves
with some primitive instrument, or from operations attempted by some backyard operator.
1 was recently reminded in an article p~ by Jo Wainer, Victorian Pro-Otoice
campaigner. that it was only 40 years ago in Australia that two women were sentenced to
death after a young woman died as a result of a backyard abortion. Indeed. the well known
feminist author, Simone de Beauvoir, wrote many years agoIt is only at her first abortion that a woman knows how she is valued by her
community. A community which forces women to resolve a pregnancy on her own in
the back-alleys among fear, blood, death and exploitation. lets her know that she is
powerless and unvalued for herself. She is an object, forced to occupy a given space.
and to follow set roles if she wishes to survive.
In Jo Wainer's words, 'The abortion debate is so fierce because it is a prime symbol of the
starus of women." According to the American Public Health Association, worldwide there
are still more abortion related deaths each year than the total number of deaths from the
cumnt AIDS epidemic. This must be attributable to the fact that abortion is still illegal in
many parts of the world. I believe that safe, legal abortion is a vital component of health
service provision for women. It should be a fonnal part of health services so that it can be
made available in the best possible way, and be appropriately monitored, thus ensuring that
women' s health is not put at risk. I draw to the attention of the House that as long ago as
1978 an expert international panel on abortion which met in haly concluded thatIn any society in which abortion care is adequately offered. certain health and social
benefits accrue to the conununity.
There are health and social advantages in moving abortion fmm the jurisdiction of criminal
law to the health sphere. Firstly, the health advantages are1.
Reduction in maternal morbidity and monality.
2.
Reduction in infenility, chronk: irelarnmation and tetanus, which can arise
from illegal abortions.
3.
Improvement in family health. including that of existing children.
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4.

Relief of the strain on health services from rhe treatment of the bad results of
illegal abortion.

s.

Where realistic contraceptive services, and the choice of voluntary
sterilisation. are linked to abortion services there is an overall improvement in
all aspects of family planning.

Secondly, the social advantages are-

1.

Enhancement of human rights for women.

2.

Enhancement of dignity and quality of family life.

3.

Enhamement of social justice. By bringing the law into conformity with
existing practice, a general respect for the law as an instrument of social
change, is retained, or resto.red.

The last point has particular relevance to Western Australia, for here the law is not in
conformity with existing practice. As we all know, abortion is readily available here for
those who know how to get access to the services. However, the doubtful legal position
means the situation in Western Australia is far from sarisfactocy. According to the Western
Australian Criminal Code, as amended in 1913, induced abortion is illegal, except if it is
carried out to p.reserve the life of the woman concerned. That law has never been subjected
to legal interpretation in the way it has been in some other Australian States where abortion
has been made legal by legal judgments. Although abortion by skilled practitioners is
available, none of those involved, either in referring for abortions or carrying out abortions,
has the protection of the law. Women and doctors risk. prosecution and severe penalties as
long as the Jaw remains as it is. A conservative Government or police commissioner couJd
change the situation, vinually overnight, if they decided that the law as it stands must be
observed. Neither the women nor the medical persoMel sl:louJd have to put themselves at
risk li.ke this.

1be fact that such a health service continues to be provided at all in WeStern Australia is a
tribute to the courage of a small number of health professionals who are prepared to take
these risks. The present attack on the Medicare benefit in the Federal Parliament and the
constant harassment of clients attending abortion clinics in Perth rem.ind us that the situation
is fragile and could be reversed at any time. I submit to you, Mr President, that should the
Harradine Bill be successful in the Federal Parliament, the funher stresses placed on our
already oveiCTowded women's hospital service would be horrendous. Indeed, observations
made recently by the Chief Executive Officer from the Royal Women's Hospital in
Melbourne, responding to the Hanadine Bill wereHanadine Bill is a disaster for women and hospitals: Public hospitals could not cope
with the increase in the number of women seeking abortions; women fl!St in the
queue will be fme; wealthy women, who can afford a medically safe abortion, will be
fme; all others will have no alternative but to go to a backyard abortionist.
If safe abortion is available in Penh, why should we be concerned about it? Is it bener to
leave things as they are, and avoid having the wrath of a vocal minority come down on our
heads? 1lte answer must be no, definitely nor. There are a number of reasons why the
situation is not satisfactory. I have refened already to the risk of prosecution, under which all
those working in the area must operate.

The uncertain legal situation creates a nwnber of other disadvantages for women; fll'St,
problems with access to abortion servi~s. Although there is a fairly effective, informal
abonion ~ferral network, che uncertain legal situation means tha& the abortion referral system
inevitably operates, to a certain extent. in a clandestine way; women have to know where to
go. That may reduce access for some women, panicularly those who are less well educated.
migrants, adolescents, or those disadvantaged by distance. These women may not be able to
obtain an abortion, or may well delay, because of ignorance. The abortion infonnation
service which operated previously bas bad to close down due to lack of funds. Many women
are unaware that abortion is available to them and are, therefore, subject to the moral
judgments and attitudes of particular doctors. Whether a woman is able to obtain an abortion
depends very often on the attitude of the doctor whom she consults; and "shopping around"
for a sympathetic doctor may produce potentially dangerous delays.
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Secondly, pre and post-abortion counselling: Because abortion is not officially sanctioned in
Western Australia, it is not possible for the Health Department to provide funding for proper
counselling services, either pre or post-abortion. Adolescents, particularly those who are not
well educated, are considerably disadvantaged because such a service is unavailable.
Adolescents with unwanted pregnancies are generally relatively unsophisticated,
non-assertive, and have the potential to be easily swayed by those in authoritative positions,
such as doctors, and rhose groups who identify themselves as pregnancy counselling services
but who push a particular point of view about abortion; and this applies to people on both
sides of the abortion debate.
'Thirdly, ttaining of medical personnel: It is necessary to look at the future provision of
abortion services in this State. The uncertain legal situation makes it virtually impossible for
the practitioners at the freestanding clinics to take the responsibility for training others in
carrying out terminations. Neither of the doctors in charge of the two clinics is young, and if
for some reason they were unable to continue to provide their services, there would be
serious problems. It has been drawn ro my attention~ since the beginning of 1989, there
has been a policy that no fU'St trimester abortions woulrl be carried out at King Edward
Memorial Hospital. This means that few, if any. gynaecologists in ttaining are being taught
to carry out the relatively safe and simple vacuum aspirMion procedure. 'This is a serious
deficiency. The hospital is able to avoid training res1·•··nsibilities in this important area
because of the uncertain legal position. This situation poses a threat to the safe performance
of abortions in the future.
Founhly, monitoring of abortion: Dr Judith Straton pointed out in 1986, in an important
study on abortion in W A , that The lack of information about induced abortions is a major gap in the collection of
vital statistics in Australia 1be absence of accurate data on abortions makes it very
difficult to evaluate initiatives (such as health education programs, and the provision
of clinical services) directed towards the prevention of unwanted pregnancies.
Monitoring of abortion rates among different subgroups of the population is important for
idemifying groups of women at higher risk of abortion, thus providing data for the planning
of educational and clinical programs. It is important also to determine what proportion of
indicated abortions are the relatively safe fl.fst trimester procedures, and what proportion of
women are having later, more dangerous terminations. Monitoring of abortion rates is also
essential as a preliminary to any studies of complications of abortion, so that the actual risk of
a particular complication can be determined. The fact that abortion is illegal may make some
women reluctant to report complications because of concern about possible prosecution.
Under the present legal circumstances, the Health Department is understandably reluctant to
collect statistics about abortion in Western Australia. However, Dr Straton's 1986 study
demonstrated lhat routine collection of basic data from the freestanding clinics is feasible. Dr
Straton maintains that this infoi'DllUion, together with infonnadon from hospital morbidity
data. should be suftJCient to monitor abonion rates in Western Australia.
Mr President, J believe it is important to clarify the legal situation. Abortion should be
removed from the Western Australian Criminal Code, and placed within the province of
health regulation, in order to protect women's health. Women living in all parts of Western
Australia should have reasonable access to services. The problems of access for rural women
are of particular relevance in a State as large as ows. As well as having access to abortion
services, women must have access to professional, non-directive counselling services to help
them, if needed. in their decision-making and in their adjustment post-abortion. These cannot
be provided under the present circumstances.
It is not possible to discuss abonion without also discussing preventive services. Prevention
of unwanted pregnancy should, of course, be of the highest priority because abortion is
clearly the least desirable method of birth control. The Government should, in conjunction
with abortion law reform, look at afimning and extending its suppon for adequate education
about sexuality and human relationships, as well as the educational, counselling and
contraceptive services provided by organisations such as the Family Planning Association.
I believe it is appropriate at this point to draw to the attention of members the information
contained in a paper released in the United Kingdom in April of this year. The study,
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entitled "21 Years of Legal Abortion". was prepared by Diane Munday, Press officer for the
British Pregnancy Advisory Services. in the West Midlands. Ms Munday and her colleagues
were able to detennine the foUowing statistics, because abortion had been made legal in
1967. I quote the relevant data In the first decade of legal abonion, the proponion of all maternal deaths that were
due to abonion fell from 25 per cent to 7 per cent. The number of recorded deaths
due to abortion feU from l60 during the period 1961-63. to nine during 1983-84.
In the 1960s gynaecologists in hospitals saw numerous women who had incomplece
abortions that were suspected of being illegally induced. In 1965, the nwnber of
women discharged from hospital with a diagnosis of sepsis due to abortion was
3 050 but in 1982 the figure was down to 390.
By 1989, most young British-trained doctors had never seen a woman suffering, or dying.
from the effects of a criminal abortion, but British women still needed the signatures of two
doctors before an abortion could be performed.
Ms Munday and her associates
reconunended at the conclusion of their study that British l.aw now required further refonn to
enable abonion on request in the first trimester. The paper concluded that such legislative
change would assist in reducing the incidence of late abortions, which continue to be a major
concern of anti-abortion refonners.
I acknowledge that many of my parliamentary c:oUcagues are opposed to legal abortion, based
on their own personal religious beliefs. I am also aware that many members will receive
pressure and negative criticism from their constituents, as well as from people belonging to
local chu.n:h-based or anti-abonion groups. However, I ask members to take some time to
examine this issue from a completely different perspective. I would like to q11ote from a
paper entitled "Religious Belief and Public Morality, a Catholic Governor's Perspective". .
This lecrure was delivered to the theology faculty of the University of Notre Dame by
Democrat Governor, Mario Cuomo, of the State of New Yolk, during the 1984 US
Presidential Campaign. Governor Cuomo claimed during the course of his address that the
Catholic church was his spiritual home; and he reinforced his respect for the teaching
authority of the bishops. He made the further point that, as a Catholic, he had accepted
certain answers as being the right ones for himself, his wife and family of five children, and
as a son. who stood next to his father's deathbed, trying to decide if the life support system
still served a purpose.
Mr President, I will now quoce directly from several sections of the lecture by Governor
Cuomo in an attempt to illustrate why I believe this issue needs to be examined in a political
rather than a ~ly moral context. I quote . .. I believe, by noting that the Catholic Church's actions with respect to the interplay
of religious values and public policy make cleM that there is no inflexible moral
principle which determines what our political conduct should be. For example, on
divorce and birth control, without changing its moral teaching, the Church abides the
civil law as it now stands. lhercby accepting - without making much of a point of it that in our pluralistic society we are not required to insist lhat all our religious values
be lhe law of the land.
Abortion is treated differently.
Later in the lecture, Governor Cuomo states And it is here, in our attempt to fllld a political answer to abonion • an answer beyond
our private observance of Catholic morality - that we encounter controversy within
and without the Church over how and in what degree to press the case that our
morality should be everybody else's, and to what effect.
I repeat. there i.s no Church teaching that mandates the best political course for
making our belief everyone's .rule, for spreading this_part of our Catholicism. There
is neither an encyclical nor a catechism that spells out a polhical strategy for
achieving legislalive goals.
Further on the Governor says Respectfully, and after careful consideration of the position and arguments of the
bishops. I have concluded that the approach of a constitutional amendment is not the
best way for us to seek to deal with abortion.
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I believe that legal interdicting of abonion by either the federal government or the
individual states is not a plausible possibility and even if it could be obtained, it
wouldn't wodt. Given present attitudes, it would be "Prohibition" revisited,
legislating what couldn't be enforced and in the process creating a disrespect for law
in general.
Mr President, I acknowledge that abortion is viewed by all political parties in this State as a
particularly contentious issue electorally. I believe that this is due largely to the activities of a
very vocal minority, as well as the approach taken by the media. Whenever the question of
decriminalisation arises, it continues to provide the media wilh. a spate of extremely emotiye
front page headlines. Yet, Mr President, there is good evidence that changes to the law such
as I have suggested would meet with the approval of the majority of Western Australians.
Opinion polls around Australia have consistently shown at least a two-thirds majority support
for the availability of legal abortion.
·
Mr President, I refer the Parliament to results of a Westpoll conducted on abortion following
the July State Conference of the Australian Labor Party. My party's conference had voted
overwhelmingly to reaffum its policy of decriminalisation of abortion in the Western
Austtalian Criminal Code, itrst included in our State platform in 1970. The West Australian
newspaper reported on 24 July that 63 per cent of Western Australians wanted abortion on
demand and that there was majority support for abortion among supporters of all political
parties. The West Australian reporters Peter KeMedv and Diana Callander observed in their
from page article that the strongest support for such ~hange came from country voters. This
highlights my earlier emphasis on the problems of access for women who Jive in remote
areas. I was also particularly interested to note in the article that, whereas on most issues
country voters tended to reflect a more conservative point of view, on this social law refonn
issue mo~ Liberal than Labor supporters thought that abortion should be available on
demand.
Recent overwhelming public support for decriminalisation indicates to me that we, the newly
elected Labor, Liberal and National Party members of this State Parliament, have an
obligation, despite our own moral beliefs, to serve the majority of our electors, who have
demonstrated emphatically in opinion polls over the past decade that they believe women
should have the right personally to choose whether to have an abortion. I believe that we
have no alternative but to ~criminalist abortion, placing this medical procedure in the health
sector where it quite obviously and legitimately belongs.
ln conclusion, I draw to the Council's attention the words of fonner Federal Labor MP,
Dr Moss Cass. During his summing up of the abortion debate at the 1977 ALP National
Conference in Penh he said To change the law does not fon:e one single woman to have an abortion. The present
Jaw stops any woman from freely exerting her rights. Gentlemen, if we had babies
there would be no laws against abortion.
I thank honourable members for their indulgence and I commend the motion to the House.
Government members: Hear. hear!
(Applause.]
HON MURlEL PATTERSON (South West) [4.25 pm]: Mr President, thank you for this
opportunity to address honourable members of this House. In the next few minutes it is my
intention to say something about our most precious commodity, our people, and how I
believe we should be directing our energies in some specific areas. But itrstly, Mr President,
I congratulate you on your re-election, wish you well as you continue to preside over the
affairs of this Olamber, and thank you for the kindness you have already shown in assisting
me, a new member, in the many ways of this House. I also extend my congratulations to
other new members and express lhe hope that we will all make a worthwhile contribution
towards the betterment of this State of Western Australia. To those members who have been
re-elected, my congratulations and my thanks for the wannth of the welcome and the
generosity of the help that I have already received.
To the electors of beautiful and productive South West Region, my gratitude for the
confidence they have shown in electing me to represent them. l1tey can be assured that their
interests will always be my paramount concem - a point I hope to demonstrate as I continue

